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Important Bedbugs Facts

● They are just a bug

● They don’t transmit disease

● You can see them

● They are master travelers



Important Bedbugs Myths

● Doctors can diagnose bedbug bites

● Bedbugs are only found in beds

● Bedbug sprays will kill all bedbugs

● Bedbugs only feed at night



Bedbug Prevention 

Understanding the biology helps you 
protect yourself



They are just a bug

You need to educate your tenants so they understand that If they believe they

may be having an issue with bedbugs, not to hide it.  Getting bedbugs are 

unfortunately very common and the sooner you get help the less likely you 

are to share bedbugs with others tenants.  Until we can all just relax and 

admit the bedbugs are just a common bug like flies, mosquitoes or spiders 

and stop giving them an elevated status we will never truly solve the bedbug 

issues.  People feel like admitting to having a bedbug issue somehow 

correlates to them being a dirty or unclean person, bedbugs are just 

another bug!



They are just a bug

I believe that one of the major problem with bedbugs it that we give them 

undue credit.  We treat them as if they are some form of dreg of society  that 

only affects the dirty or unclean individuals and it is because of this stigma 

that people don’t want to admit they have bedbugs.  The truth is, bedbugs 

travel, and people who travel get bedbugs.  We service a lot of high-end hotel 

chains, law offices, movie theaters, treatment facilities, hospitals, housing 

authorities, and churches.



They do not transmit disease

Unlike many other pests that we live amongst bedbug are not carriers of 

disease borne vectors, as far as health safety goes they are safer than flies, 

mice, and mosquitoes. 

So why is there such a big fuss about bedbugs?

1. They typically feed when you are sleeping.

2. Few people know what to look for so it gives them this mysterious 

vampire stigma.
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What do they look like









Bedbug Stages

Each Stage Requires a 

Blood Meal

5 Juvenile Stages known 

as nymphs (6-8 weeks)

Adults can live up to 6-12 

months

Adult females lay 2-3 eggs 

a day that will hatch in 

about 10 days



Bedbug Habitat
● They feed on blood (like mosquitoes) every few days

● They do not live on humans (like ticks)

● They typically feed at night while you are sleeping but not 

always, they will feed when they are hungry

● They love to be in dark locations close to people

● They leave behind signs, this includes eggs, casings 

(moltings) and fecal staining

○ Some people show signs of bites (can delay up to 9 

days) typically on arms and shoulder areas



What to Look 

For ● Egg Clusters - Very difficult to see (1/16 “ long) in cracks 
and crevices

● Casings (moltings) - Small bedbug shells, lighter in color

● Fecal staining - Looks like a Sharpie mark

● Bites (can delay up to 9 days) typically on arms and 
shoulder areas

○ Many People show no signs at all to bedbug bites

○ Doctors rarely can determine bedbugs from the 
reaction sites



Bedbug Eggs



Casings:

As baby bed bugs (nymphs) move 

toward adulthood, they shed their skin a 

total of 5 times before reaching maturity, 

once at each new developmental stage. 

Cast skins look like lighter colored 

empty bed bug shells or casings



Fecal Staining:
looks like a what it would look like if you touched a 
mattress with a Sharpie marker.



Bedbug Bites

The most common response to a 

bed bug bite appears to be no skin 

reaction at all, with a barely visible 

tiny hole at the location of the bite. 

Research studies have shown that 

anywhere from 30 to 60 percent of 

people bitten by bed bugs have no 

reaction whatsoever. 

Common skin reactions for which 

medical attention is sought are 

usually 2- to 5-mm itchy red spots at 

bed bug feeding sites, one per 

insect.
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Inspecting for Bedbugs



DIY Bedbug Inspection

● It is important to know that bed bugs are very reclusive and are 

excellent at hiding in places where they could be very difficult to 

locate.  Be sure that you inspect every crack and crevice.  

● Bed bugs prefer to hide near their host.  Locations such as the 

mattress, box spring, bed frame, headboard, night stand, and other 

bedroom furniture are bed bug hotspots; but don’t overlook items 

hanging on your walls.

● As bed bugs feed they will leave behind fecal spotting.  These will 

appear as small dark brown, to black, spots.

● Bed bug eggs are about the size of the ball on a ball point pen.  

They are usually a cloudy-white color and are usually clustered 

together.



DIY Bedbug Inspection

● Use gloves to protect from hazards that may be encountered 

during inspection.

● If moving furniture is necessary, have someone help you.

● Be careful around antiques and other valuable possessions that 

may be fragile.

● Bedbugs may travel from room to room or floor to floor via utility 

lines, structural flaws, maid carts, bell carts, or other methods.  

Having a firm understanding of how people move throughout the 

structure will help you identify and address all avenues that bed 

bugs may utilize to spread.



DIY Bedbug Inspection

The first piece of furniture to inspect is the 

bed.

1. Take pillow cases off and inspect 

the pillow and the inside of the 

pillow case.

2. Peel back each blanket, one at a 

time, inspecting the outside of each 

blanket.

3. Once you have all the blankets 

inspect the fitted sheet.

4. Remove the fitted sheet and inspect 

all folds of the mattress.

5. Remove the mattress and inspect 

the top and bottom of the box 

spring.  If necessary, remove the 

fiber that is stapled to the bottom 

and inspect all inner surfaces.

6. Inspect the bed frame, and all sides 

of the headboard.



DIY Bedbug Inspection

Inspect any furniture next to the 

bed.
1. Move the nightstand away from the 

wall and inspect every outer 

surface.

2. Remove any drawers and inspect 

all surfaces of each drawer.

3. Using your flashlight, inspect all 

inner surfaces.  Be sure to check 

every crack and crevice.

4. Turn the nightstand over and 

inspect the bottom.

5. Use these same steps to inspect 

dressers or any other furniture in 

your home.

6. Inspect the rest of the areas as 

needed. 
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Solutions for Bedbugs



Control of Bedbugs

Why is it so difficult to 

eliminate bedbug populations?

The Eggs are protected:

Pesticides

Sprays

Dusts



What to do?

The insecticides used are commercial products 

requiring special equipment and training. 

Over-the-counter insecticides and home remedies are 

not effective in controlling bedbugs. - Dr. Stephen A. Kells and Jeff 

Hahn University of Minnesota



Chemical

Pros

• Residual

• Inexpensive 

• Trusted go-to

Cons

• Growing Negative Stigma

• Multiple Visits

• Resistance



Steam & Freezing
Pros

• Chemical Free

• Kills bed bugs and eggs on 
contact

Cons

• Leaves behind moisture

• Does not penetrate materials

• Inconsistent because it is only 
a contact treatment



Steam



Cryonite (Freezing)



Propane Heat
Pros

• Chemical Free

• Kills bed bugs and eggs on 
contact

Cons

• Leaves behind moisture

• Hard to control temperature

• Property Damage

• Ugly



Propane Heat (150+ 
Degrees)



Bed Covers



Climb up Interceptors



Attractants



Our Services

• Heat Treatments
• Subcontracted Canine Inspections



What to do?

Custom Bedbug Inc. uses heat treatment, which requires 

specialized equipment to raise the temperatures in target 

areas to 118°F and then maintain that temperature for at 

least 70 minutes. All stages of bed bugs are killed (eggs) 

when this is done properly. 

While very effective, heat treatment does not prevent 

bedbugs from being brought back into a home and 

reinfesting it. - Dr. Stephen A. Kells and Jeff Hahn University of Minnesota



What to do?

it should not be necessary to move or throw away your 

furniture and your belongings, especially from an 

apartment or condominium. 



Unmarked Vehicles
Whisperwatt Generators
High-Velocity Fans
Temp Air Heaters



Temp-Air
Pros

• Industry Cadillac

• Thermostat Protected

• Electric Heat Is More Controlled

• Maneuverable

• Reliable

• Specifically Designed For Bed Bug Remediation

• Efficient – Air Come In From The Top, And Blows Out The Bottom

Cons

• Expensive To Purchase



Why Heat?
• Minimal preparation
• Environmentally friendly
• Heat will penetrate materials
• Heat kills all stages of bed bugs
• Complete eradication in one day
• Customers don’t have to discard 

furniture



Heat Sensitive Articles

• Beer, Wine, Pressurized Cans
• Medications
• Valuables of Concern

• Electronics
• Pets
• Plants
• Wax, Make-up, etc.
• Artwork
• Vinyl (flooring, blinds, records)
• VHS, Polaroids
• Perishable goods



Preparation



Don’t do this…



Don’t do this…



Required Information
• Thermal preparation checklist
• Notification of sprinklers/heat-sensors
• Unit numbers being treated
• Parking availability
• Property Managers contact information
• Pictures (can be emailed)
• All of this can be done through 

EZquote.me





Clutter Levels
Level 1 – Warranty

• Vacant apartments, normally furnished home.

• All items in closets are hung up or on 
shelves.  Very few items are on the ground.



Level 1 Very few items are on the ground.



Level 2

Normal furnishings for the size of the 
apartment or home

Closets are packed  with personal 
belonging, but there is room within 
the structure for us to move items 
from the closet and spread them out 
to be heated.



Clutter Levels
Level 2 – Warranty

• Normal apartment furnishings for the size of 
the apartment

• Closets are packed  with personal belonging, 
but there is room within the apartment for us 
to move items from the closet and spread 
them out to be heated.



Level 2



Clutter Levels
Level 3 – Warranty is questionable and will be 
determined on a case by case basis

• Excessive furniture. 

• Closets are packed with personal items and 
there is limited or no room for us to remove 
the items from the closets so we can heat 
them.

• Usually there are multiple families living in 
the apartment.



Level 3 Closets are packed with personal items and there is limited or no room 
for us to remove the items from the closets so we can heat them.



Level 3
Excessive furniture. 
Usually there are multiple families living in the apartment.



Clutter Levels
Level 4 (Hoarding) – No warranty and can’t be heated at this 
level

• A lot of furniture in the size apartment.  For example, 
there is enough furniture to furnish a 4 bedroom 
apartment placed into a 1 bedroom apartment

• Closets are packed with personal items and there is 
limited or no room for us to remove the items from the 
closets so we can heat them

• There are only small pathways for us to walk through 
the unit



Level 4 (Hoarding)



Infestation Levels:
Low  – Warranty

• Infestation Duration:  Less than 1 
month.

• Sightings:  Few sightings noted, if 
any.

• Fecal Stains:  Minimal fecal stains, 
if any.

• Bites:  Minimal bites noted, if any.



Infestation Levels:
Medium  – Warranty

• Infestation Duration:  Less than 3 
months.

• Sightings:  Consistent sightings 
noted in a localized area.

• Fecal Stains:  Moderate stains.

• Bites:  Regular bites noted over a 
period of time.



Infestation Levels:

High – Warranty is questionable and will 
be determined on a case by case basis

• Infestation Duration:  Anything over 
3 months.

• Sightings:  Heavy sightings noted.

• Fecal Stains:  Severe stains in 
multiple locations.

• Bites:  Severe bites noted.



When We Arrive
Crew arrives during the specified arrival time.
Technician parks vehicle.  Very important we know where to park.
Any necessary parking permits.
Technician walks the property and points out items of concern.

• All concerns need to be addressed prior to servicing.
Technician will also report relevant issues to Custom Bedbug with 

pictures to ensure all concerns are documented and resolved.



What to 
expect



What to 
expect



During the Service
The heat equipment is off loaded and we start heating.
Once heat is on we begin documenting the service.
Once we achieve 120 degrees we turn on the fans.
At 120 degrees we start moving personal items around.
After reaching 135 degrees we hold temperature for a minimum 

of 6 hours.



During the Service…
●Our crews are trained to move everything in the job.

●Clients personal items should be removed if they are of concern. 



What the client should expect 
when they come home.

●The area will be hot.

●Personal items will be disturbed and their furniture 

may be moved.



We want to be your 
provider!

Streamlined Processes

Easy Invoicing

Easy Pricing

Communication



Subcontracted 
Canine Inspections



We are part of your team!  


